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SOLO EVENTS BOARD | February 22nd  

The Solo Events Board met online February 22nd. Attending were SEB members Mark Labbancz, Nick Dunlap, 
John Vitamvas, Keith Brown, Zack Barnes, Marshall Grice, and Mark Scroggs; KJ Christopher and Clay Turner of 
the BOD; Rick Myers, Brian Mason, and Heyward Wagner of the National Staff. These minutes are presented in 
topical order rather than the order discussed. Comments regarding items published herein should be directed via 
the website www.soloeventsboard.com 

Unless indicated otherwise, the implementation date for all new proposals published herein is 1/1/2024. 

Member Advisories 

Development 

#33740 Recommend Mike Razny to represent SDAC for CENDIV 

The SEB has approved the SDAC's recommendation to add Mike Razny as the Cen Div representative on the 
SDAC. 

#33836 Recommend Chris Teague to represent SoPac Division on the SDAC 

The SEB has approved the SDAC's recommendation to add Chris Teague as the Southern Pacific Division 
rep on the SDAC. 

Event Operations 

#33157 #30826 Sound Regulations clarification 

Thank you for your letter. Per Appendix H the maximum vehicle sound level is 100.0 dBA. If the sound meter 
has a published tolerance of +/- 1.5 dBA that does not mean a 101.5 dBA reading is compliant. 

Street Category 

#33882 Crash Bolts 

Thank you for your letter.  

Please reference section 13.8.E of the 2023 Solo rules. "If offered by the manufacturer for a particular model 
and year, the use of shims, special bolts, removal of material to enlarge mounting holes, and similar methods 
are allowed and the resulting alignment settings are permitted even if outside the normal specification or 
range of specifications recommended by the manufacturer." 

Additionally, 13.8.B states "no suspension part may be modified for the purpose of adjustment unless such 
modification is specifically authorized by the factory shop manual." 

Therefore - using factory parts in an alternate position or modifying a factory part would not be permitted 
unless authorized by the factory shop manual. 

Street Touring Category 

#34047 STAC Personnel 

There are openings on the STAC, and the SEB is seeking members who are interested in serving on this 
committee.  Please send qualifications in writing to the SEB via www.soloeventsboard.com 

Solo  

http://www.soloeventsboard.com/
https://www.soloeventsboard.com/
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Street Prepared Category 

#34046 SPAC Personnel 

There are openings on the SPAC, and the SEB is seeking members who are interested in serving on this 
committee.  Please send qualifications in writing to the SEB via www.soloeventsboard.com 

Kart Category 

#33413 Require Airbox/Silencers on Moto based engines. 

The Kart advisory committee would like to thank you for your input. We also want to remind ALL kart operators 
to be courteous to fellow kart and non-kart grid neighbors and be mindful of the direction of smoke, and 
excessive noise when warming up engines. 

#33790 Open KAC position - Paul Wright Ref #33561 

The SEB has approved the KAC's recommendation to add Paul Wright to the KAC. 

Modified Category 

#33751 What Class will the Rush SR-1 be approved for? 

The Rush SR-1 is eligible for BM, providing it meets the minimum size requirements of the class. 

Change Proposals 

Street Category 

#33372 4.0L 718 Porsche Emission Control Devices 

The SAC believe the OEM determines what is considered an emissions control device. 

Its up to the membership to seek official documentation from the manufacturer to determine whether a part in 
question is considered an emissions control device. 

With that in mind, the SAC is seeking member feedback on the following change to rule 13.10.C: 

'Modifications of any type, including additions to or removal of, the catalytic converters, thermal reactors, gas 
particulate filters or any other emissions control devices in the exhaust system are not allowed and the system 
must be operable.' 

#33821 Move 1999-2000 ZX2 S/R to HS 

The SAC is seeking member feedback on the following changes to Appendix A: 

G Street 

   Ford 

      ZX2 S/R (1999-2003) 

H Street 

   Ford 

      Escort (incl. non-ZX2 S/R) 

      ZX2 (non-S/R) 

Kart Category 

#32778 Kart Tire Access 

The KAC would like member feedback on a proposal to change 19.2.B.2 as follows: 

19.2 KART MODIFIED (KM)  

https://www.soloeventsboard.com/
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  B. WHEELS AND TIRES:  

     1. Wheels: Maximum diameter: 6.0” (as indicated on tire).  

     2. Tires:  

         a. Dimensions (as indicated on tire):  

               • Diameter, minimum: ........9.0”  

               • Diameter, maximum:  ......12.5”  

               • Width, front maximum:..... 5.5”  

               • Width, rear maximum: .......7.1”              

          b. Brand and compound: Tire brand and compound are open. 

        c. Tires must be generally available through a US reseller in the year which they compete.  
               Rain/wet tires are exempt. 

EXCEPTION: The tire must not appear on the following list, which may be altered at any time by the              
SEB upon notification of membership: • No tire models are currently listed. 

#33441 ROK shifter additional technical regulations 

The KAC would like member feedback on changes for to the ROK engine package to align closer to the spec 
ruleset the engine is based on. These changes would alter 19.2.D.4 as follows: 

4. ROK Shifter:  

A. Vortex ROK Shifter engine package only. Must meet all specifications of the most current Shifter ROK 
Identification Sheet document, as provided by Vortex. All engine parts and accessories must be as 
originally supplied by Vortex and must not be modified. 

• Weight adjustment: ........+5 lbs. 

B. Shift mechanism: 

 1. Gearbox must be entirely manually operated. 

 2. Ignition interrupt systems are not allowed. 

C. Clutch: Must be cable actuated with manual operation. 

D. Cooling: An electric water pump may be added. 

E. Ignition:  

 1. Base Timing: (1.5mm BTDC) +/-1 mm. 

 2. Spark Plug: 

 a. Must be NGK B/BR EG, heat range is unrestricted. 

  b. Changing of the plug gap is the only allowed modification.  

 c. Spark plug washer or head temperature gauge sender must be used. 

 d. Spark Plug Cap must be unmodified.  

F. Carburetor: 

 1. Dell’Orto VHSH 30 

 a. Only OEM Dell’Orto parts are allowed and must be of the same type and size as originally supplied. 
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 b. The only allowed changes to the Dell’Orto VHSH 30 carburetor are main jet and needle clip position. 
Any  other adjustments mush be as follows:  

 - Slide: #40 

 - Needle: K98 

 - Outer pilot: #60 

 - Inner pilot: B45 (B46/47/48/49/50 also allowed) 

 - Emulsion tube: ONLY DQ268 

 - Floats: 4gm 

 - Maximum venturi size: 30mm 

 - 250 or 300 needle seat 

Not Recommended 

Solo Spec Coupe 

#33620 Allowance for toe arm eccentric lockouts 

Thank you for your input. The SEB does not feel additional suspension allowances are in the best interests of 
SSC. 

Street Category 

#33840 first gen twins (frs/brz/gt86) to e-street or g-street. 

Thank you for your letter. The SAC believes the first generation BRZ & FRS/86 are appropriately classed. 

Other Items Reviewed 

Event Operations 

#33164 Minimum to qualify 

Thank you for your letter. The current class participation requirement to be eligible for a National 
Championship award is 3 or more competitors per 11.B. Section 4.8 outlines the types of classes and 
currently the SEB is not considering moving any classes from a National Class to a Supplemental Class. 

#33197 Improved sound measurement location guidance 

Thank you for your letter. The Solo Events Board and National Office staff are working to further refine and 
improve the sound measuring procedures. Per item #33886 in the March Fastrack, the SEB is seeking 
members to form a Sound Committee to examine the Solo rules and processes pertaining to Sound limits and 
measurement, with the intent of improving the consistency of enforcement. 

Solo Spec Coupe 

#33597 Pro Solo - SSCL L4 

Thank you for your letter. Please see the latest version of the ProSolo rules which has an L4 class created. 

Street Prepared Category 

#31190, 32011, 32519, 33226 BMW Classifications in SP Re-org (various) 

Thank you for your input. The SPAC recently made significant classing changes for 2023 and will continue to 
monitor the competitive balance of the category to determine if further changes are needed. 
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#32791, 32816, 32818, 32829, 32832, 32840, 33129, 32833, 32841, 32842, 32843, 32844, 32894, 32917, 32943, 
32979, 33002, 33008, 33078, 33215    Feedback on SP Re-org (various) 

Thank you for your input. The SPAC recently made significant classing changes for 2023 and will continue to 
monitor the competitive balance of the category to determine if further changes are needed. 

#32817, 32819, 32820, 32958, 32961, 32966, 33046, 33047, 33136, 33186, 33188, 33227, 33228, 33229, 33231, 
33232, 33233, 33234, 33235, 33237, 33242, 33273, 33531,   Class Name Changes in SP Re-org (various) 

Thank you for your input. The SPAC recently made significant classing changes for 2023 and will continue to 
monitor the competitive balance of the category to determine if further changes are needed. 

#32828, 33262, 33268, 33494   RX-8 Classing in SP Re-org (various) 

Thank you for your input. The SPAC recently made significant classing changes for 2023 and will continue to 
monitor the competitive balance of the category to determine if further changes are needed. 

#32835, 32836, 33088, 33230, 33236, 33538, 33539 FRS/BRZ Listings in SP Re-org (various) 

Thank you for your input. The SPAC recently made significant classing changes for 2023 and will continue to 
monitor the competitive balance of the category to determine if further changes are needed.  For corrections 
to FRS/BRZ listings in the recent SP re-org, please see item #33472 in this Fastrack. 

Handled Elsewhere 

Street Category 

#33778 Oil Coolers 

Thank you for your letter. Please see the response to letter #33376 published in the February 2023 Fastrack. 

#33807 Classify the 2023 VW ID.4 

Please see the response to letter #33803 published in the current Fastrack. 

#33830 Rules clarification: Gas Particulate Filters on US Porsches 

Please see the response to letter # 33372 published in the current Fastrack. 

#33839 GR - Corolla to BS 

Please see the response to letter #33736 published in the March 2023 Fastrack. 

Street Touring Category 

#33033 S2000 should be in STR 

Thank you for your input. Please see Letter #33461 in the March 2023 Fastrack. 

#33710 986: 97-04 Porsche Boxster 

Please see Letter #31259 in the November 2022 Fastrack. 

#33770 S2000 to STU 

Thank you for your input. See response to Letter #33461 in the March Fastrack. 

#33773 Move s2000 from SST to STU 

Thank you for your input. See response to Letter #33461 in the March Fastrack. 

#33794 Response to #33461 to move S2000 to STR 

Thank you for your input. See response to Letter #33461 in the March Fastrack. 
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Tech Bulletins 

Street Category 

#33803 Please class VW ID.4 

Per the SAC, please make the following addition to Appendix A: 

D Street 

   Volkswagen 

      ID.4 (all) (2021-2023) 

#33867 Classing for 2023 Nissan Z 

Per the SAC, please make the following addition to Appendix A: 

B Street 

   Nissan 

      Z (all) (2023) 

Street Prepared Category 

#33742 E&O: Issues with last fastrack SP-reorg listings 

The SPAC has noticed some errors in the Fastrack recommendation for letter 32714 and has noted the 
intended changes below: 

In the SSP section the Manufacturer line for "TVR" should not have a strikethrough. 

In CSP the BMW M3 (E30 chassis) line should have a strikethrough. 

In DSP: 

  The BMW M3 (E30 chassis) should be added to DSP 

  The Manufacturer line for "Scion" should not have a strikethrough. 

  The Subaru BRZ lines should both have a strikethrough on the *Limited Prep* modifier. 

  The first Subaru BRZ line should have a year range of (2013-2016) and the second line's year range 
should read "(2017-2020)" 

  The Toyota 86 line should have a strikethrough on the *Limited Prep* modifier and the year range should 
read "(2017-2020)" 

 


